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This paper is dedicated to proving a single result: that isometric isomorphisms of 
Cartan bitnodule algebras can be extended to *-isomorphisms of the generated von 
Neumann algebras. If .K is a von Neumann algebra with Cartan subalgebra .d. 
then a (Cartan) bimodule algebra is simple a u-weakly closed subalgebra Y of ./J 
which contains LX/; Y generates .# if there is no proper von Neumann subalgebra 
of .// containing Y. The key idea is that a theorem of Muhly, Saito, and Sole1 
concerning isomorphisms of maximal subdiagonal algebras can be extended to this 
much wider class of algebras if we restrict our attention to isometric isomorphisms. 
Although the algebras are not assumed to be hype&rite, a finite-dimensional result 
of Davidson and Power lies at the leart of the proof. What makes the use of 
finite-dimensional techniques possible is the existence of “sufficiently many” finite 
subequivalence relations of an arbitrary countable measurable equivalence relation. 
‘ce 1991 Academkc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently several results have appeared on extending isomorphisms of 
nonselfadjoint algebras to *-isomorphisms of selfadjoint algebras [ 1, 2, 61. 
Several results of this nature were proven by Davidson and Power [2] in 
the context of CSL algebras and approximately finite C*-algebras; a 
version of the simplest result is given below. Theorem 4.2 of Muhly, Saito, 
and Sole1 [7], presented as a characterization of isomorphisms of maximal 
subdiagonal algebras in the Feldman-Moore context, can be seen as giving 
an extension theorem for such algebras. As an extension theorem it is 
unsatisfactory, as one would like such an extension theorem for much more 
general subalgebras. This paper takes on the task of proving such a 
generalization, restricted to isometric isomorphisms. There are three main 
ingredients to the proof. The basic structure of the proof in [7] remains 
intact, although it is only a small part of what is needed here. A result of 
Davidson and Power [2] for finite-dimensional CSL algebras provides the 
foundation for the generalization, although it is only mentioned briefly. 
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Finally a result from [S] on the existence of special periodic Bore1 
automorphisms provides the link between these two ideas. 
An exciting feature of this result is that it uses a l-mite-dimensional result 
to prove something about an algebra that is not assumed to be hyperlinite. 
This raises the hope that other results currently restricted to the hyperfinite 
case might be extended by similar techniques. 
Recall that in the context of the finite-dimensional matrix algebra M(n) 
a Schur map is defined to be a D(n)-bimodule map, where D(n) is the 
diagonal subalgebra of M(n) [S]. In particular if JC {l, . . . . n)‘, and 
S(J) G M(n) is the D(n)-bimodule of matrices supported on J, then a D(n)- 
bimodule map on S(J) is necessarily of the form t(: a(i, j) H c(i, j) a( i, j) for 
some function c(i, j) defined on J. If J is a reflexive transitive relation then 
S(J) is a finite-dimensional CSL algebra, and every such algebra can be 
represented as an S(J). In this case if Q is an automorphism as well, it is 
called a Schur automorphism and c(i, j) satisfies the conditions c(i, i) = 1 
and c(i, j) c( j, k) = c(i, k). If c1 is isometric then (c(i, j)l = 1 for (i, j) E S, but 
the converse does not hold (see Example 4.5 in [2]). 
The following proposition is a restatement of Proposition 1.4 and 
Corollary 1.5 of [2]. The uniqueness result is implicit in the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let Gr M(n) be a D(n)-bimodule and let a be an 
isometric Schur map of G onto itself Then there exist unitaries u, c in D(n) 
such that a(T) = UTV for all TE G. This defines an extension & of a to an 
isometric Schur map of M(n) onto itself: If G is irreducible this extension is 
unique. If G is a subalgebra of M(n) containing D(n) and a is an 
automorphism of G, then tl= u* and hence 6 is a *-automorphism of M(n). 
The remainder of this paper heavily uses the “Feldman-Moore represen- 
tation,” a representation of a von Neumann algebra ,K with Cartan 
subalgebra d in terms of a countable equivalence relation R on a standard 
Bore1 space X. This formalism was originally described in [3] and 
summaries have appeared in several places, including [7,4]. 
A partial Bore1 isomorphism is a one-to-one Bore1 map q between Bore1 
subsets of X such that cp -’ is also a Bore1 map. If also T(cp) E R, cp is called 
a partial R-isomorphism. The domain and range of cp are denoted by d(cp) 
and r(p), respectively. If cp is a partial R-isomorphism with d(cp) = r(cp) = X 
then cp is called an R-automorphism. The group of all R-automorphisms is 
called the full group of R, denoted G(R). 
An operator TE ,I has a representation as a bounded Bore1 function 
T(x, y) on R; thus we may define the support of this operator as a subset 
of R. Associated with each partial R-isomorphism cp is a partial isometry 
F(cp) EJ.@ whose representative function is the characteristic function of 
T(q). If cp is an R-automorphism then F(cp) is unitary. It is easy to check 
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[4, Proposition 2.21 that for O(.Y)E s$, (F(‘(rp)*aF(q))(~) = (a.rp~‘)(x) for 
.Y E r( rp). Lemma 1.2 is a partial converse. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let .K be a tlon ‘Neumann algebra with Cartan subalgebra 
.d, and let R be the associated equioalence relation. Suppose t’ E A? satisfies 
ar = tl(a . cp -’ ) for some partial Bore1 isomorphism cp and for all a E SZZ. Let 
cp’ be the partial R-isomorphism with I-( rp’) = r( cp) n R. Then the support of 
o is contained in T(cp’) and hence r = bF(cp’) for some b E .d. 
Proof: For almost every (x, y) E R, a(x) u(s, y) = CJ(.U, ~)(a. cp l)(y). If 
(?I, ?I) is in the support of r, then a(x) = (a. cp -I)( J,) for all a E&, hence 
x = cp ~ ‘( J). Therefore (x, .r) E I-( cp) n R = I( cp’). 
Associated with the pair (,,9(, &‘) is a complex-valued function s(x, J, z) 
defined on ordered triples from the same R-equivalence class. This cocycle 
satisfies the following properties: (i) Is(.Y, ~9, ;)I = 1; (ii) s(x, J, 2) s(x, z, t) = 
s(?c, .1’, t) s( .l’, 2. t); (iii) s(x, .r, z) is antisymmetric-exchanging any two of 
its arguments gives the reciprocal value (e.g., S(X, 2, J,) = s(x, y, z) ’ ). As a 
consequence s(x, J; z) = 1 if any two of the arguments are equal. In most 
examples s is identically equal to 1, as is necessarily the case when .K is 
hyperlinite. 
The cocycle is involved in the formula for the action of an operator 
T on a vector t in the Hilbert space L’(R, v) associated with the 
Feldman-Moore representation. T~(.Y, 2) = Z.v T(x, y) <(y, 2) s(x, y, z), 
and the formula for the product of two operators in J%‘, ST(x, z) = 
& S(x, ~1) T( y, z) s(x, ~1, z). We also have the formula T*(.u, y) = T( y, s). 
The notation ,>ll= .&‘( R, s) indicates the dependence of .J%’ on R and s. 
Given a complex function C(X, II), define &(x, J’, z) = C(X, y) c( I’, 2) 
C(X, z)) ‘. Two cocycles r, s are considered equivalent if r = (6~)s for some 
C(X, y), as JZ( R, r) and ..@( R, s) are isomorphic algebras. 
If ,fl is a von Neumann algebra with Cartan subalgebra d, then a 
(Cartan) bimodule subalgebra of ,&’ is a o-weakly closed subalgebra Y of 
,fl which contains ,o/ (and hence is an d-bimodule). By the Spectral 
Theorem for Bimodules Y must be of the form ( T(x, y)) T(.u, y) = 0 when 
(x, 4’) 4 S} for some Bore1 subset S G R, where S is a reflexive transitive 
relation. 
For i= 1, 2, let J& be a von Neumann algebra with Cartan subalgebra 
4 and let 8 be a bimodule subalgebra of %,& containing 4. Let (Xi, pLi), 
(Ri, vi), sj be respectively the measure space, countable measurable quiv- 
alence relation, and cocycle associated with (Ai, 4) by the Feldman- 
Moore construction. Let Si be the Bore1 subset of Ri associated with $. 
We assume that J& is generate& by y,‘, which is equivalent to assuming that 
Rj is the equivalence relation on Xi generated by Si u f3;(Sj). In this paper 
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the index i will only take the values { 1,2} and is reserved for indexing the 
variety of structures with 9i and Y;. 
Let Y: 9, + Y; be an isometric algebra isomorphism such that 
Y(&‘r ) = A$. Our goal in this paper is to show that Y extends to a 
*-isomorphism from .A&‘~ to ,/a,. In the paper of Muhly, Saito, and Sole1 
[7] this situation was considered with the more restrictive condition that 
$ be maximal subdiagonal algebras, which requires that Si u ei(Si) = Ri. 
In this situation if Y is isometric we may apply Corollary 4.3 of [7] to 
obtain Y = Y, (defined therein), and Lemma 4.1 of [7] then tells us that 
Yy, extends to a *-isomorphism from A’, to A?‘~, thus giving an extension 
result for isometric isomorphisms of maximal subdiagonal algebras. Muhly, 
Saito, and Sole1 were interested in characterizing isomorphisms that were 
not necessarily isometric, and to do so it was necessary to restrict to the 
case of maximal subdiagonal algebras. But if we are interested only in 
isometric isomorphisms, we can extend these results to include all bimodule 
subalgebras. 
In Section 2 we provide a systematic generalization of the notion of 
Schur maps to the case of a countable measurable quivalence relation. In 
Section 3 we show how the extension problem can be reduced to the case 
of finite equivalence relations, and in Section 4 we .prove the extension 
problem for finite equivalence relations and hence for bimodule algebras. 
2. SCHUR MAPS AND ALGEBRA ISOMORPHISMS 
In order to present some results in their proper generality, in this section 
we only assume Y: to be a a-weakly closed &bimodule in Ai, not 
necessarily containing 4. Define a bimodufe map to be a bounded linear 
map Y: Y; + Y; such that there is an algebra isomorphism a: Sg + & with 
Y(uTb) = a(u) Y(T) a(b) for a, b EZXZ~ and TE 8. If Y is invertible then 
Y-’ is also a bimodule map using c(- ‘: AZZ~ + &‘,, and Y is then a bimodule 
isomorphism. 
The following proposition is a refinement of a result from [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ‘y: 9, + Y; be a bimodule map. Then there is a 
Bore1 isomorphism 7: X, -+ Xz such that 
(i) p1 and pL2 ’ T are mutually absolutely continuous. 
(ii) If Y is a bimodule isomorphism, then T(*)( S, ) = Sz and 
r(*)(R,) = R,(u.e. v2). 
(iii) For each partial R,-isomorphism cp on X, with T(q) c S,, 
‘Y(F((~))E~~F(T~~~~T~‘). 
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Prooj Since r~(d,) =,.dI, as in [7, Theorem 4.21 there is a Bore1 
isomorphism 5: X, +X, such that ,n, and pL,. r are mutually absolutely 
continuous, and ~(a) = a. 5 ’ for a E .d, . Let cp be a partial R,- 
isomorphism with T(cp) E S,; then F((P)E$. We may apply Y to 
aF(cp)=F(cp)(a.cp~-‘)toobtain(a.r~’) Y(F(cp))=Y(F(cp))(a.cp~'.r~')= 
Y(F(‘(cp))(a.r~‘.(T.cp~‘.r I)). This can be rewritten as hY(F(cp))= 
Y(F(cp))(b.$-‘), where 6=a.rV’ and $=r.cp.r ‘. We may apply 
Lemma 1.2 to obtain a partial R,-isomorphism $’ with f($‘) G 
f(r.cp.rC') such that Y(F(cp))=dF($‘) for some ti~.&‘~, verifying (iii). 
Since Y(F((P))E~$, f($‘)zS,. 
To prove (ii), apply Y ’ to Y(F((p)) = dF(Ic/‘) to obtain 
F(q)= Y”(d) Y~‘(F(tj’)). Applying the above argument to ‘VP’ gives 
Y”(F($‘))=&F((p’) for &E& and a partial RI-isomorphism cp’ with 
f(cp')Gf(rC'.~)'.~). Hence F(cp)=Y’-‘(d)d’F(cp’) and so T(cp)sf(cp’). 
Ontheotherhandf(cp’)~f(r~‘.ICI’.r)=r’~”’f(ll/’)ct’~“T(r.cp.s-’)= 
r”‘T’*‘f(cp) = f(q). Therefore f(cp’)=f(cp)=r’~“f(~‘) and hence 
t’2’f(cp) = f(l+v) C S,. Since this holds for any cp with f(cp)cS,, 
r’*‘S, G.S~. Applying this argument to Yy’ gives r'~*'S,~S,, and hence 
P’S’ = s,. ‘. 
Now suppose (x, ~1) ERI. Then there exists a sequence (x0. xl, . . . . x,, I- 
such that x0 = X, x,, = y, and ( +yk ~l , x,)ES’ ul3,(S,) for each k= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Since ~'*'(s,)=s~ we also have T'*'(~,(S,))=~~(S,). Hence (5.ykpl, T.Y~)E 
r'*'(S,) u t’*‘(6,(S,)) = Sz u 8,(Sz) for k = 1, . . . . n. Therefore (TX, TV)E Rz, 
. showing T”‘( RI) E R,. Again symmetry yields r’“(R,) = R,. [ 
Choose partial RI-isomorphisms (cpj) whose graphs partition S,. If we 
define t/Ij=T.cpj.T-’ then {tij} are partial R,-isomorphisms whose graphs 
partition S2. If 3 contains 4 then we assume (pl = id and el = id. By 
Proposition 2.1 (iii) we have functions d, E zz12 such that Y(F( cp,)) = d,F( tji). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Y: 9’ + CU; be a bimodule map. Then Y is a Schur 
map in the sense that there is a function c(x, y ) on S2 such that for TE y1 
and (x, y) E Sz, Y( T)(x, y) = c(x, y) T(T-‘x, TC',V). Zf in addition q and yz 
are bimodule algebras and Y is an algebra homomorphism then the following 
statements hold a.e. \I?. 
(i) c(x, X) = 1. 
(ii) If (x, y) and (y, x) both belong to S2 then c( y, x) = c(x, y)- ‘. 
(iii) If (x, y) and (J; z) both belong to Sz u t3,(S,) then 
S’ . T(-3’(x, y, Z)’ (bc) s*(x, y, z). 
Finally, if Y is isometric, then Ic(.x, y)I = 1 a.e. \I. 
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Proof The above discussion gives us functions d,(x) such that 
Y(F((p,)) = d,F(~)~lj). Define c(x, JJ) = dj(x) if (x, y) E f(tij); then 
Y(F(cp,))(x, ~1) = c(x, ~1) F($j)(x, ~7). The partial isometries F(cp,) form an 
orthonormal basis for 9, in the sense of [4], so that any TEA” can be 
written uniquely as an infinite linear combination of the F(cp,) with 
coefficients in XI,. If T= c,F!, ajF(cpj) then Y( T)(x, y) =x,5, @a,)(x) 
Y(F(cpj))(x, y). Since a(aj)(x) = aj(s-‘x) and F(tjj)(x, J) = F(T~ ‘pi” r-‘) 
(X, Jt) = F(cp,)(T-‘X, 5 -‘y), YtT)(x, J’) = I;?, a,(T-‘-XY) c(% J’) F(+.i) 
(x, y) = ~(~~,~)~~~'a,(T~'zc)F(cp~)(~~'?c,~~'~) = c(x,J') T(Tc’x,T~‘J-). 
Since Y is an algebra homomorphism, Y( 1) = 1, and since F( cp ,) = 1 and 
F(II/,) = 1, we have Il/(F(cp,)) = F($,). Comparing with Y(F(‘(cp,))(x, J) = 
c(x, y) F(ll/,)(x, J?), it follows that c(x, ?I) = 1 for a.e. x in A’,. Condition (ii) 
will follow from (iii) by setting s = x. 
To prove (iii) for (x, y) and (y, z)ES~, let T, WE%. By choosing T or 
W to lie in 9P: and replacing T or W by T* or W*, these calculations 
work equally well if (x, y) or (J, Z) is in e,(S,): Y(TW)(x, z) = 
c(x, z)(TW)(T-‘x, TC'Z) = c(x, I) x.r T(T-‘x, T-'+v) W(T-‘L,, TV'=) 
S,(T-'X,5-'J',T-'2 ). On the other hand Y( TW)(x, 2) = Y(T) Y( W)(x, z) = 
XJ Y(T)(x, y) Y( W)(y, 2) s?(x, J: z) = XV c(x, y) T(TF’.u, ~~'1') c(y, z) 
W(sC’r,, ~~'2) sZ(x, y, z). Comparing these results we see that 
C(X, Z)S,(T-'X, T-'J: T-*2 ) = c(x, J) c( J, Z) sZ(x, J: z), which is equivalent 
t0 S, .T'-3'(.Y, J', Z)= (6C)S&, J', 2). 
To prove the last claim, suppose ]c(x, J)] <A < 1 on a set of positive 
measure in Sz. Then this set must intersect the graph of some t,Qj in a set 
of positive measure, resulting in the graph of a partial R,-isomorphism c,. 
Then 1 = 11 Y(F(r-’ .i,.r))ll d A/lF(ii)ll = A, a contradiction. Likewise we 
can show it impossible for Ic(x, )!)I > 1 on a set of positive measure 
in SZ. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. If A’ is a von Neumann algebra with Cartan subalgebra 
d and Y is a o-weakly closed d-module, then an s4-bimodule map 
YI Y + Y is a Schur map in the sense that there is a Bore1 function c(x, y) 
on the associated equivalence relation R such that if T= T(x, y) belongs to 
A’, then (YT)(x, y) = c(x, y) T(x, y). 
Prooj Since Y(aTb) = aY( T) b for a, b E &, we may choose a to be the 
identity map on A!; hence T is the identity map on X. We then apply 
Proposition 2.2. 1 
Because of the above results it seems reasonable to call a bimodule map 
a Schur map, and an algebra isomorphism between bimodule algebras a 
Schur isomorphism to emphasize the nature of these maps. 
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3. CHAINS AND Loops 
We reinstate our assumptions that $ is a bimodule subalgebra 
of J4. containing 4, that C4(. is generated by x, and that Y is an 
algebra isomorphism from 3 to Y;. We continue to use the partial 
R,-isomorphisms { 4~~ i, whose graphs partition S,, and the partial 
R,-isomorphisms { lcli> = (T qj. T ’ ) whose graphs partition Sz. 
For each finite multi-index CI = (a,, txz, . . . . E,~) of positive integers we 
define rja=tiX:‘. ... .$z;‘.$,z,, where the factors with even indices use an 
exponent of - 1 and the- factors with odd indices use an exponent of + 1. 
This convention will be in force for compositions and products involving 
multi-indices where an exponent of f 1 is used. As we may choose a, = 1 
or rn = 1 corresponding to $, = identity, this allows any alternating com- 
position of the {tii) and their inverses. Many choices of CI will lead to $’ 
having an empty graph, but this is not a problem as we exclude such CI 
from consideration. (p’ is defined similarly. 
If (x, 1’)~ R,, then by a chain for (x, ~9) we mean a finite sequence 
b,, x , , . . . . x,) in Xz such that so = X, .Y,~ =y, (xk ~, , xk) E S, for k odd, and 
(xk ~, , xk) E O,(S,) for k even. We say that n is the length of the chain. If 
x = J’ the chain is called a loop. Associated with each chain for (x, J) is a 
unique multi-index E = (a,, x2, . . . . ix,) defined by the requirement that 
(.u,_,,?r,)~f($,,)forkoddand (~,~,,~~)~r(~;,‘)forkeven. Itfollows 
that (x, ~7) E f(ll/“). Since S, u e,(S,) generates Rz, every (x, J) E R, has at 
least one such chain, and hence U, f-(tj”) = R,. 
Given a multi-index CI = (c(, CI~, . .. . c(,~) and x E d($“), define a chain 
Q,(X) = (x~, x,, . . . . x,,) by setting x0 = x, and .Y~ = $,+,‘(.Y,~ ,) for 
k = 1, . . . . n. It is easy to check that if B is a chain for (x, y) with associated 
multi-index a, then Q,(x)=Q. Given two multi-indices SI and fi such that 
Q,(x) = (x,, x,, . . . . s,,) and Q,(X) = ( )vO, J’, , . . . . J,,,) are both chains for 
(x, ~9) of respective lengths m and n, define a loop of length m + n for (x, s) 
by Q,(x) * Q;‘(x) = (x, I,, . . . . s,,_ ,, ~9, J ,~ ,, . . . . F,, x). This loop goes 
from .X to y via c( and back to x via /I. 
For each multi-index CI, define s:(x)E&, by nJ’= i F(cpl’)=s’; F(rp’). 
Lemma 2.3 of [7] guarantees the existence of s;(x) as well as providing 
information about its structure that is not needed here. Likewise define 
s;(x)E~$ by H;=, F($,;‘)=s;F(r,-“). 
Define n”(?r) E Jdz by d”(x) = (sy(r ~‘x)))‘s~(I) nT=, dt’(.xj), where 
Q,%(x) = (x,, x,, . . . . x,~) as delined above, and where d, was defined in 
Section 2 to satisfy Y(F((p,)) = d,F($,). The motivation for these 
definitions is that they make the calculations in the proof of Proposition 3.2 
work. 
A function C(X, y) defined on S2 is associated with the isomorphism Y 
by Proposition 2.2. If c1= \(a, , \ is of length one then c(s, y) = d”(x) = d,,(x) 
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if (x, Y)E r(tib,). We wish to extend C(X, J) to R, by defining 
c(x, y) = d*(x) if (x, y) E f(tia) f or some multi-index a, but we have to con- 
sider whether C(X, y) will be well-defined when two different multi-indices 
a and p could be used in the definition of c(x, J). The idea of the proof is 
to embed both the associated chains in a single finite subequivalence rela- 
tion of R,, and reduce the problem to finite-dimensional CSL algebras, 
where a result of Davidson and Power guarantees that c(.u, J) is well- 
defined. The details, however, are quite intricate. We begin by restating a 
result from [S]. 
For any equivalence relation R on X, define R” to be the set of all 
(n + 1 )-tuples from X all of whose entries are R-equivalent. R;f is the subset 
of R” of (n + 1)-tuples with distinct entries. The entries of the (n + 1)-tuples 
in R” are indexed from 0 to n. Thus if 0 d j < k < n, there is a canonical 
projection rci,k from R” to R. If cp is a partial R-isomorphism, define 
f,(q) G R” to be {(x, V(X), (p*(x), . . . . cp”(x)): IE d($‘)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [S, Proposition 2.21. Let A z R;. Then there is a 
partition of A into sets { Ak} such that for each k, there is a strictly n + l- 
periodic partial R-isomorphism yk with Ak c f,,(yk). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose bee have t~‘o multi-indices a and /I such 
that v(T(II/‘) A f(t,bp)) > 0. Then for almost eoery (x, y) E f($*) n f(t+bp), 
d”(x) = ds(x), and hence c(x, y) has a unique extension to R,. 
Proof: Suppose that c( and fi have respective lengths m and n, and 
let p=m+n. Then (n,(x)*sz,‘(x)I~~d(~~)nd(~~)},(R~)~. Let 
CL (R2)P-’ be the projection of this set onto the first p coordinates (i.e., 
delete the final coordinate of x from each Q,(X) * Q;‘(x)), and let Co be 
the subset of C with no repeated entries. By the above Proposition 3.1, 
Co can be partitioned into sets (A(y,,,): k = 1, 2, . ..} such that each is 
contained in f,- L(~2,k) f or some strictly p-periodic Rz-automorphism Y*,~. 
We consider a typical such yz and the corresponding set A(?,). 
Since A(y,)~f,-,(y,), each projection nj,JA(y2)) is contained in the 
graph of some power of I’?, and hence is the graph of a partial 
R,-isomorphism. By construction, the elements of A(y2) are all of the 
form Q,(x) * Q,‘(x) with the final coordinate omitted. We define partial 
R,-isomorphisms {cj;ilj= 1, . . . . p}: first define {tj:ili= 1, . . . . n> by 
f(<j) = Xj- I,,(A(yz)) forj odd, f(<,-‘) = 7Lj- ,,,(A(y,)) fori even. Continue 
by defining {r,+ilj= 1, . . . . ml by f(5,+j)=7Cp~j.p~,tI(A(Y*)) forj even, 
f({;,!j) = ?I~-~,~-~+ l(A(yz)) for j odd. It follows that f(tj) G f($,), 
j = 1, . ..) n, and f(5, +j) E f($& j = 1, . . . . m. The situation is summarized in 
Fig. 1, where it is assumed that n is odd and m is even. Numbers in circles 
are indices for the loop Q,(x) * Q;‘(x). 
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FIGURE I 
We can now define [” = 5:’ <;’ ‘5, analogously to $“, and 
p=p ... .4:,;J2&+1 analogously to II/“. Since r(r,) are defined as 
projections of A(y2), the domains and ranges of the ck are exact matches 
for the compositions required. Hence f({“) = r(r”) = 7r,,(A(y,)) & 
f($“) n r(tiB). We will show below that for almost every (x, J) E f-(5*) = 
r(t8), d”(x) = dB(x). Since TC~,,(C,) =rcOJC)\d2, it only remains to show 
d’(x) =d”(x) when $“(x) = II/P(x) =.Y. But in that case c( and /I are 
themselves “loops” and each may be broken into smaller chains to which 
the current argument can be applied. Thus the proof will be complete upon 
showing d”(x) = d8(s). 
Let y,=r-’ yz . r; then 7, is a strictly p-periodic R ,-automorphism. It 
follows as in [S, Proposition 2.61 that for i= 1, 2 there are finite sub- 
equivalence relations F, of Ri such that Fi is the union of the graphs of the 
powers of 7;. Let A(~ri)=r’-“(A) and define ~k=~~‘.~k.r for 
k = 1, . . . . p; then T(v~)~T((P~~) for k=l,...,n, and T(r],+,)~f(‘p~~) for 
k = 1, . . . . m. The relationships between tk and A(ljz) also hold for qk and 
A(y,). Since T(qk) and r( &) are contained in the graphs of powers of 7 i 
and yz, respectively, f(r],) E F, and f(tJ E F, for k = 1, . . . . p. 
Corresponding to the subequivalence relations Fi are von Neumann sub- 
algebras 5 of A$ Let Gj= F,n S,; since F, = z”‘(F,) and S2 = rt2’(S,) we 
also have Gz = T’~)(G,). Gi are reflexive transitive subrelations and hence 
correspond to subalgebras 4 of Y: which contain the diagonal algebras 4. 
Consider Y restricted to 9,; by Proposition 2.2, Y is a Schur isomorphism 
of 9, onto y. We will show below in Proposition 4.1 that there is a unique 
extension of Y to a Schur *-isomorphism of 9, onto F2. It follows (again 
from Proposition 2.2) that there is a unique extension of the function 
C(X, y) from Gz to F2 such that for TE% and (x, 1’)~ Fz, Y(T)(x, y)= 
c(x, y) q-‘x, s-‘y). 
We claim that Y(F(q*)) = d”F([“) and Y(F($)) = dBF(18). In fact since 
f(qj)cF, and f(tj)sF2 for i= 1, . . . . p, it follows that F(qj)~9, and 
FEDS. Consequently F(q’), F(qp)g.9, and F(c’), F(t8)~.F2. Since Y is 
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a Schur map and WF((p,)) = 4J(~,), we also have Y(F(qj)) = d,,F(r,). 
Since Y is an isomorphism, Y( F( q,: ’ )) = dX; ‘F( 5,: ’ ) also. Therefore 
Y(F(f)) = Y((s~)-’ n;=, F(qf’)) = (ST 4-I)-’ ny=, Y(F(qf’)) = 
(sit. T -l)-l~;=l d”F($+). = (sy.r-‘)-‘(nJ!=, d,;‘)&, F([,+‘) = 
(ST ’ 5 -‘)-‘(&‘=, d$‘) s;F(<“) = d”F(t”), and a similar argument applies 
for /3. 
Since f(t”)= r(t”), F(t”) = F(t”) and also F(q”l) = F(@). Therefore 
d’F(<“) = daF(gB) and hence for almost every (x, y) E f-(5’) = r({“), 
d”(u) = dp(x). 1 
4. EXTENSIONS 
PR~P~~ITION 4.1. The Schur isomorphism Y’: 3, + ~29~ hasa unique exten- 
sion to a Schur *-isomorphism of & onto 4. 
Proof By [S, Lemma 41, there is a Bore1 set El c Xl such that F, is 
isomorphic to AE, x { 1, . . . . n f2, the equivalence relation on (E, x { 1, . . . . n})’ 
with (x, j) equivalent to (J’, k) if and only if x= I’. Denote the imple- 
menting isomorphism by i,: X, + El x { 1, . . . . n}. By construction 2, maps 
E,cX, to E,x (1). 
Since F, = T’~‘(F,), we can carry this whole structure over to F,. In 
particular, let E, = r(E,), and let 1, = (r x id) .,I, . TV'. Then 
I,: X2 + E, x { 1, . . . . n} with A2( Ez) = E2 x { 1 }, and A2 induces an 
isomorphism of F, with AE2 x (1, . . . . n}‘. To see this, let (x, 1’)~ F,; 
then (TF’X, T-‘~)EF,, so (~,.T~‘x,~,~~~~~~)EA~,x {l,..., H}‘. Then 
((rxid).i,.s-‘X, (rxid).2,.7-‘y) = (~,x,1,y)~A~~x{l,...,n}‘.Note 
that A2.T.?F1=rxid. 
Define Gi=J~.2’(G,). Since G,zF,, Gj~A,,x {l,..., n)‘. As GizAi, 
6; 2 A,, x 6. Thus for almost every z E Ei, Gi gives an equivalence relation 
0-n { (2, ~1) x { 1, . . . . n} which we will denote by G;(z). Actually for z E E,, 
G,(z) = G2(rz) as equivalence relations on { 1, . . . . n}. To see this, suppose 
(x, y) E G,, with 2,x = (z, j) and {I J = (z, k); then ((z, j), (z, k)) E G,(Z). 
Since (TX, ty) E G2, A:‘)( rx, ry) E G,(E), and Ik2’(rx, ry) = ((7 x id). 
1, .T-')(*' (TX, ry) = (T x id)“‘((z, j), (2, k)) = ((52, j), (rz, k)). Hence j 
and k are equivalent in d,(z) if and only if they are equivalent in G,(U). 
The isomorphisms li of Fi with A,x { 1, . . . . n>’ induce algebra 
isomorphisms Ai: Z + &:-O M(n), where gi = L” ( Ei, pi). In particular, the 
cocycle on Fi is obtained by restricting the cocycle si on Ri, but as a 
cocycle on F, it must be cohomologous to the trivial cocycle since Fi is 
finite. Therefore there exists a function ri(x, v) defined on Fi such that 
si= 6ri. It follows from [7, Proposition 4.11 that from Ai and ri we can 
construct the *-isomorphisms ni leading to a trivial cocycle on c$Q M(n). 
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Recall that for i = 1, 2, d ; is the diagonal equivalence relation on xi. We 
have Ai” = A, x 6, where 6 here is the diagonal equivalence relation on 
( 1, . ..) n}. Since the subalgebra .& of z is associated with the subrelation 
A;GF,, it follows from A:.“(Ai) = A,, x ci that A,(,Q/.) =~5~@O(n), where 
D(n) is the diagonal algebra in M(n), associated with the relation 6. For 
a~,&, (A,a)(z, j)=a(E.;‘(z, j)) as the cocycles are trivial in the diagonal 
algebras. 
Define C$ = Ai and consider the isomorphism Y= AZ. Y. A ; ‘: 
$,-C!$. Since 9JGf$@M(n) contains A,(.ti,)=&@D(n), &,Ol is con- 
tained in the center of 3. Therefore 3. has a direct integral decomposition 
4 = sz $ (z) r&(z) with respect to ~$8 1, where 3(z) is for almost every 
z a subalgebra of M(n) containing D(n) and corresponding to the relation 
G,(Z). Since ~,(z)=~~(Tz), @,(z)=@~(Tz); we will therefore denote both 
by 9(z). 
Since Y(v(Jd,)=,& we have !&~?~@D(n))=8~@D(n). For e,E&, and 
DED(n), (Y(e,@D))(z,k) = (A,.Y.A,‘(e,OD))(~,k) = (e,@D) 
(A, .t-’ .~,‘(z,k))=(e,OD)(rxid)~‘(=.k))=(e,.r~’OD)(;,k). There- 
fore Y(e,@D)=e,-tr’@D, and hence Y(8L@l)=~~,01. 
It follows that Y has a direct integral decomposition Y= Jg Y(z) &,(I) 
with respect to ~$10 1, where Y(z): F&(z)--+@~(T.:) will be regarded an an 
automorphism of 9(z). From Y(e,@fI)=e, .rc'@D we see that Y(z) 
acts as the identity on D(n), from which it follows that Y(z) is a D(n)- 
bimodule map, and hence a Schur automorphism. From Proposition 1.1 it 
follows that Y(z) extends to a Schur*-automorphism of M(n). Since Y: 
generates Ali as a von Neumann algebra, 3 = 3$ n ,y. It follows that for 
almost every z E &, $(z) generates M(n), and hence 3(z) is irreducible and 
the extension of Y(z) is unique. 
Therefore Y has a unique extension to a *-isomorphism of 8, @ M(n) 
and g2 @ M(n), and so Y has a unique extension to a *-isomorphism of 9, 
and F2. By Proposition 2.2 this extension is also a Schur map. i 
If Y is isometric, then we can now show that Theorem 4.2 of Muhly, 
Saito and Sole1 [7] holds whenever Pi is a reflexive transitive relation on 
X. For the reader’s convenience we restate our theorem in the present 
context. 
THEOREM 4.2. For i= 1, 2, let Si be a reflexive transitive relation on X 
which generates Ri, and let q be the associated bimodule algebra in -Hi. If 
Y is an isometric algebra isomorphism from Y; to Y; satisfying Y(&,) = z&~, 
then there is a Bore1 isomorphism T: XI + X1 satis-ving 
(i) ,u, and p2 . z are mutually absolutely continuous, 
(ii) z”‘(R,) = R,(a.e. vz), 
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(iii) there is a Bore1 function c: R2 + T such that s, .T(-~‘= (6~) s2, 
(iv) for each partial R,-isomorphism cp on X, with f(cp)~ S,, 
Y(F(cp))Ed*F(T~rp.t-‘). 
Furthermore for TE Y,, Y(T) = UTU-,, where U is the unitary operator 
from L’(R,, v,) to L’(R,, v2) given b~l (U<)(wx, y)=c(x, y) ((~V’X, TC’~). 
Proof By Proposition 2.1, the Bore1 isomorphism t: X, + X, induced 
by Y satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iv). By Proposition 3.2, c(x, y) can 
be extended in a unique way to R,. 
From Proposition 2.2 we already know that (iii) holds for (.I-, y, 2) with 
(x, y) and (y, z) in S, u O,(S,). Considering the chain (x, )I,=, t), we then 
know that (iii) holds for (x, y, z) and (?; z, t). Using an extension of an 
argument in [7], we show below that (iii) holds for (x, z, t) and (x, .t’, t) 
with (x, y) and (z, t) in S2 and (); z) in 02(Sz). Similar arguments would 
apply with (x, y) and (z, t) in Oz(S2) and (.v, z) in Sz. 
Choose partial R,-isomorphisms (p,, q3 with graphs in S, and ‘p2 with 
graph in t9,(S,) such that cpX .cp2 .cp, has nonnull graph, and let 
$j = 5. ‘pi. T - ‘, j = 1, 2, 3. Let functions dj E d2 be defined by Y(F(cpi)) = 
d,F(Il/,) for j= 1,2,3, and define fed2 by Y(F((p,~cp,~cp,)) = 
fF(ll/3.IC/2.~,).AlsodefinefunctionshE~,,kE~~byF(cp,)F(cp2)F(cp3) = 
hF(cp,.cp,.q,), F(t,b,)F(@,)F($,)=kF($,.1//,.$,). The we can calculate 
ff’CF(cp,) F(R) F(cp3)) = W’t;(cp~)) Y(J’(v2)) WF(cp3)) = d,F(ICI,) d,F(ICI,) 
dJ+(I(IJ = d,(d2.~,)F(IC/,)F(~2)d3F(II/3) = d,(d,.Il/,)(d,.II/,.~,)F(~,) 
F(ti2)F(ti3) = dl(d2~~l~(d3~IC12~~l~~F(~3~~2~~l). On the other hand, 
'W((~,)F(cp,)F(cp,)) = WF(cp,.cp,.cp,)) = (h~r-')fW,4,4,). 
Therefore d,(d2.$,)(d3.t+b2.$,)k = (h.r-‘)f: 
Suppose now that xEd(@3.$2.1C/,), with y=$,(x), z=e2(y), and 
t = t,GJz). Then (x, y) and (z, t) belong to S, and (y, z) belongs to O,(S,). 
From the definition of c we have d,(X)= C(X, y), d2 .$,(x) = d,(y) = 
c(y,z), d3.,,b2.$,(x)=d3(z)=c(z, t), and f(x)=c(x, tj. Also by [7, 
Lemma 2.3(2)], h(X) = s,(x, .v, z) s,(x, z, t) and k(s) = x2(x, I’, :) s*(x, z, t). 
Therefore c(x, ~~)c(y,z)c(z, t)s2(x,y,z)s2(x,z, t) = s,(zr’x, rr’~~,s~‘z) 
s,(T ~ ‘X, T ~ ‘2, T -’ t) c(x, t), or c(x, JJ) C(J, z) C(X, z))’ c(x, z) c(z, t) 
C(X, t)-’ S2(X, J’, Z) S2(X, Z, t) = S, .T(-3’(S, I’, Z) S, .T’-3’(X, Z, t), OI’ 
dc(x, y, z) ik(x, z, t) SJX, J’, z) sz(x, z, t) = S, .Tcp3’(X, J’, Z) S, . 
T,-~‘(x, z, t). We already know that bc(x, y, z) s2(x, y, i) = s, . 
Tfp3)(X, y, Z), SO it fOllOWS that &2(X, Z, t) Sl(X, i, t) = S, .Tcp3)(X, Z, t). 
Applying the cocycle identity s(x, y, z) s(x, i, t) = s(x, y, t) s( y, z, t) 
to 6c, s2, and s, . ttp3,, we also have &(x, .1: t) bc( y, z, t) sz(x, p, t) 
$(y,Z, t)=S,+3’(X, J’, t)S,+3)(1’,Z, t). Since we already know 
ik(y,Z, t)Sz(y,z, t)=S,+3’(),, z, I), it follows that &(x, I’, t) sz(x, y, t) 
=S, -T’-3’(X, I’, t). 
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We prove the general case by induction on n, where (so, x,, . . . . .v,~) is a 
chain with (X k , , -K~) in Sz for k odd and (.yk ~ , , sk) in ~9,( SZ) for k even; 
the initial case is II = 2. The induction hypothesis is that (iii) holds for every 
ordered triple selected from a chain of length n - 1, thus for every ordered 
triple selected from (x,, x,, . . . . s,,) not including both .Y” and x,,. We will 
then show that (iii) holds for every ordered triple (.u,, si, x,~) where 
1 6 j < n - 1, hence for every ordered triple selected from (.u,, x,, . . . . x,,). 
We have already performed this argument for n = 3 above with 
(4 J’, =, t) in place of (so, .Y,, .Y:, .yj ); the generalization is straightforward 
so we only examine the changes necessary for n > 3. 
In genera1 we have n,(dl.Il/,,...(d,;~,; “’ .$,)k=(h.s-‘If: 
For s E d( 1,4,~ . . . . Ic/, ) and X, = tii(.u, , ) we have c(.K,, .Y, ) c(x,, s2) . . 
c(x,- , , x,) s2(-K(), s , s2) S*(.K(), s2, .Yj) “. SJ-Kl-& x,,- ,) x,,) = s, . 
T’-3’(Xo, X,,.K,) S, +3)(.Ko,~K2,X3) ... S, .T’-3’ (.I”, s,,+ ,, s,) c(x, t). As 
above this can be rewritten &( sO, x,, s,) C&(X,, Y>. ?I~) . &(.u,,, x,, ~ , , x,,) 
SZ(~KO,.K1,.KZ)...SZ(.KO,.K~,X3)~~~S2(~KO,S,,~,,I,) = S, .~‘-3’(.K:o,.K,,.K?)S,. 
p31 (X,, .Kz, .K,) . . . S, . 5’ -3’(,Ko, MY,, ~ , , S,,). 
By the induction hypothesis we may cancel all factors except the 
last of each type to obtain bC(.K,, S,,+ I, .K,!) S2(.Ko, UK,, ~,) x,,) = 
S, .T(p3’(sKo, .K+,, AK,,). We may then apply the cocycle identity 
S(.K,-,, X,, .K,,- ,) S(Xo, .K,,- , , .K,,) = S(.Ko, .K,, .K,i) S(X,, I,,+ , , SK,,) t0 the COm- 
ponents of this equation t0 obtain 6C(sKu,, .K,, S,) 6C(Xi, .K,,+ , , S,,) 
6C(X,,Xi,.y,,~,)~’ S&,-y,,.K,,) S&y,,.K,,+,,.K,,) S&J,J,,+,)-’ = 
s, . T ‘-3’(X,, .Ki, X,) S, . T’p3’(sKj, .K,zm,, .K,) S, 2’p3’(.K,, .K,, S,lm,)p’. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to the components of the equation 
with arguments (sj, -K,, ~ , , .K,,) amd (.u,, .xj, s,, ~ , ) yields &(x,,, x,, ?c,~) 
S2(Xo, -Kj, X,) = S, .T’p3’(~K,,, x,, s,*). At this holds for 1 <j< n - 1 the 
induction is complete. Since every ordered triple (x, J, Z) with (x, y) and 
( y, Z) in R can be embedded in a finite chain containing -K, y, and Z, this 
completes the proof of (iii). 
To verify the last claim, we calculate as follows: 
(UTU- ‘5)(X, Z) 
=C(X, Z)(TU-‘,r)(T-‘SK, Sp’Z) 
= c(x, z) 1 T(r-‘x, 5 -‘J’)((i--‘()(T-‘J’, T-‘Z)(Sl .5’p3’)(sK, J’, 2) 
=C(.K,Z)c T(T~‘.K,T~‘?~)C(~,,“)~‘~(~‘,=)(SI .Tcp3’)(.K, j’,--) 
=c C(X, J’) T(T-‘X, 5 -‘j’) <(J’, Z) C(X, Z) C(X, J’-’ 
X C( J', 2) '(Sl . Tip3')(X, J', Z) 
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=I+, J’) T(T-‘X, 5 -‘y) c(y, z) &(x, J’, 1)-’ (S, .T(-))(X, ?‘, Z) 
=I Y’(T)(x, y)t(.Y,z)s*(x, .v,~)=(@fJ(T)Sj(x,=). 1
COROLLARY 4.3. For i = 1, 2, let At. be a von Neumann algebra with 
Cartan subalgebra d., and let .5$ be an d.-bimodule algebra with generates 
& as a von Neumann algebra. Then an isometric isomorphism of bimodule 
algebras Y? Y, -+ Y; extends to a *-isomorphism from A, onto -$fz, 
Proof: By Theorem 4.2, Y(T) = CJTU- ‘, and hence by [7, Lemma 4. l] 
extends to a *-isomorphism from J$?, onto J,. (See the Appendix for 
corrections to [7, Lemma 4.1 I.) 1 
Remarks. The condition that Y is isometric is essential in Theorem 4.2 
as can be seen from Example 4.5 in [2]. Proposition 4.1 is really just 
Corollary 4.3 in the case that Ri are finite equivalence relations. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix some technicalities concerning cocycle calculations are 
cleared up. 
Let c(x, y) be a unimodular function on the countable measurable 
equivalence relation R, and let C be the unitary operator on L*(R, v) given 
by multiplication by c(x, y). Let s(x, J, z) be a cocycle and ,s%’ =A(R, s) 
the associated von Neumann algebra. It is claimed in [3, p. 3313 that 
TH CTC-’ is an isomorphism from &(R, s) onto ,K(R, (6~)s) taking 
T(x, y) to c(x, y) T(x, y). The correction is that the isomorphism is onto 
JH( R, (6~) -is); the calculation is left to the reader. 
In Lemma 2.3(2) of [7] the roles of the functions a and b are reversed. 
The calculations given are correct but when put together they give 
(F(cPI) J’(cp2) 5)(x, Y) 
The proper conclusion is then that F(cp,) F(cp,) = aF(cp, . cp,), where 
a(x)=s(x, q,(x), cpz.cp,(x)) for x~d(rp,.cp,) and a(x)= 1 elsewhere. 
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Lemma4.1 of [7] is incorrect in that the map Yy,: T++C(T.r(-“) C- ’ 
is not an isomorphism from ,.H, to i &‘?. The correct isomorphism is 
Y’,: TH UTV’ as in Theorem 4.2 above. The statement in Lemma 4.1 
that s2 = (6~) s, . T’- 3’ is also incorrect; the correct statement is 
s .r’-3’=(6c)s,, 1 as shown in Theorem 4.2 of this paper. 
The proof in Theorem 4.2 of [7] of Eq. (4.1) therein contains an error 
(as it must since the wrong definition for Yv, is used.) It is assumed that 
c,(x, cp’(.u)) = c,(x, J) c,(cp’(x). J--~‘, i.e., that c, is multiplicative, which is 
not generally true. The calculation goes through, however, if the definition 
Yy, : T H UTU --’ is used; details are again left to the interested reader. 
All references in this paper to results mentioned in this Appendix are to 
the corrected versions of these results. 
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